Abstract. The interplay of minimum degree conditions and structural properties of large graphs with forbidden subgraphs is a central topic in extremal graph theory. For a given graph F we define the homomorphism threshold as the infimum over all α P r0, 1s such that every n-vertex F -free graph G with minimum degree at least αn has a homomorphic image H of bounded order (independent of n), which is F -free as well. Without the restriction of H being F -free we recover the definition of the chromatic threshold, which was determined for every graph F by Allen et al. [Adv. Math. 235 (2013), 261-295]. The homomorphism threshold is less understood and we address the problem for odd cycles.
away from the triangle to arbitrary graphs F (or more generally to families of graphs F ) this leads to the concept of the chromatic threshold defined by δ χ pF q " inf α P r0, 1s : there is K " KpF , αq such that χpGq ď K for every G P G F pαq ( and we simply write δ χ pF q for δ χ ptF uq. The work of Erdős, Simonovits, and Hajnal then asserts δ χ pK 3 q ě 1{3 and Erdős and Simonovits asked for a matching upper bound. Such an upper bound was provided by Thomassen [18] and, therefore, we have δ χ pK 3 q " 1 3 .
(1.1)
Addressing another conjecture of Erdős and Simonovits from [7] concerning the chromatic threshold of C 5 , it was also shown by Thomassen [19] that for all odd cycles of length at least five the chromatic threshold is zero, i.e., δ χ pC 2k´1 q " 0 for all k ě 3. For larger cliques (1.1) generalises to δ χ pK k q " 2k´5 2k´3
for all k ě 3 (see [8, 16] ). Extending earlier work of Łuczak and Thomassé [14] and of Lyle [15] , eventually Allen, Böttcher, Griffiths, Kohayakawa, and Morris [1] resolved the general problem and determined the chromatic threshold δ χ pF q for every finite family of graphs F .
In the definition of the chromatic threshold δ χ pF q we are concerned with the existence of a small homomorphic image H for every G P G F pαq with α ą δ χ pF q. However, since
we allowed H to be a clique, the homomorphic image was not F -free itself. Adding this additional restriction leads to the following concept, where H is required to be F -free as well.
Definition 1.1. For a family of graphs F we define its homomorphism threshold δ hom pF q " inf α P r0, 1s : there is an F -free graph H " HpF , αq such that G hom Ý ÝÝ Ñ H for every G P G F pαqu .
If F " tF u consists of a single graph only, then we again simply write δ hom pF q and omit the extra pair of braces.
It follows directly from the definition that πpF q ě δ hom pF q ě δ χ pF q and that δ hom pF q " 0 for all families F containing a bipartite graph. Łuczak [13] was the first to study the homomorphism threshold and strengthened (1.1) by showing that δ hom pK 3 q " δ χ pK 3 q " 1{3. This was extended to larger cliques by Goddard and Lyle [8] and Nikiforov [16] (see also [17] ) and for every k ě 3 we have δ hom pK k q " δ χ pK k q " 2k´5 2k´3 . , where the family C 2k´1 " tC 3 , C 5 , . . . , C 2k´1 u consists of all odd cycles of length at most C 2k´1 .
For k " 2 part (ii ) includes part (i ) and, hence, for this case we recover Łuczak's theorem [13] . Moreover, for k " 3 Theorem 1.2 coincides with the work of Letzter and Snyder [12] . We remark that our approach substantially differs from the work of Łuczak and of Letzter and Snyder. For example, Łuczak's proof relied on Szemerédi's regularity lemma, which is not required here. Moreover, the proof of Letzter and Snyder is based on a careful case analysis, which yields explicit graphs H " HpC 5 , αq for every α ą 1{5.
In fact, H is a generalised Andrásfai graph (see Definition 2.1) and it is shown in [12] that we have G hom Ý ÝÝ Ñ A 3,r for every G P G C 5 pαq as long as α ą r`1 5r`2 . However, it turned out that such an explicit form of the theorem does not extend to larger k, since for every k ą 4 there are graphs G P G C 2k´1 pαq with α ą 1 2k´1 that are not homomorphic to A k,r for any r. Somewhat curiously, a similar phenomenon occurs also for k " 2 as was noted by Häggkvist [10] , which makes the case k " 3 somewhat special.
The lower bound in part (ii ) of Theorem 1.2 is given by a sequence of generalised Andrásfai graphs, which we discuss in Section 2. For the upper bound of part (i ) we exclude relatively long odd cycles in C 2k´1 -free graphs with high minimum degree and we collect this observation in Section 3. The proofs of both upper bounds in Theorem 1.2 then follow in Section 4. §2. Generalised Andrásfai graphs
Below we establish the lower bound of part (ii ) of Theorem 1.2, which will be given by a sequence of so-called generalised Andrásfai graphs. For k " 2 those graphs already appeared in the work of Erdős [5] and were also considered by Andrásfai [2, 3] . , i.e., the neighbourhood of any vertex v P V Ď R{Z is given by the set V X`v``k´1 2k´1 ,
Moreover, for integers k ě 2 and r ě 1 the Andrásfai graph A k,r is isomorphic to a graph from A k having the corners of a regular pp2k´1qpr´1q`2q-gon as its vertices.
We remark that one can show that every graph G P A k is homomorph to A k,r for sufficiently large r. The following properties of Andrásfai graphs are well known and we include the proof for completeness. . Proof. For given integers k ě 2 and r ě 1 set n " |V pA k,r q| " p2k´1qpr´1q`2 and let v 0 , . . . , v n´1 be the vertices of A k,r in cyclic order, i.e., we assume v i " i{n P R{Z R{Z. However, for every integer j " 2, . . . , k we have
Proposition 2.2. For all integers
Consequently, no walk in A k,r of length 2j´1 for j ď k can be closed and part (b ) follows.
For part (c ) we show below that starting in u 0 " v 0 and always choosing the closest clockwise neighbour in A k,r , i.e., setting It is left to show that the C defined above, has the desired properties. It follows from the definition of C that u n´1 u 0 and u i u i`1 are edges of A k,r for every i " 0, . . . , n´2 and, hence, C is a closed walk of length n. However, since n " p2k´1qpr´1q`2 " 2`pk´1qpr´1q`1˘`pr´1q and pk´1qpr´1q`1 are relatively prime, it follows that C is indeed a Hamiltonian cycle.
Moreover, we observe for s " 0, . . . , r´1
which shows the distribution of N pv 0 q on C.
graph homomorphism with |V pHq| ă n. Then there are two vertices x, y P V pA k,r q such that ϕpxq " ϕpyq. In particular xy R EpA k,r q and in view of (c ) the vertex ϕpxq " ϕpyq must be contained in a closed odd walk of length at most 2k´1 in H and, consequently, H contains an odd cycle of length at most 2k´1. §3. Dense graphs without odd cycles
For the proof of Theorem 1.2 we collect a few observation on local properties of graphs with high minimum degree and without an odd cycle of given length. We remark that in the following lemmas and in Proposition 3.4 the additional εn term in the minimum degree condition could be replaced by some polynomial in k. However, since we do not strive for the optimal condition in these auxiliary results, we chose to state them with the same assumption as in Theorem 1.2. We also remark that by the length of a path or more generally the length of a walk, we refer to the number of edges, where each edge is counted with its multiplicity.
Lemma 3.1. Let k ě 2, ε ą 0, and let G " pV, Eq be a C 2k´1 -free graph satisfying |V | " n ě 3k{ε and δpGq ě`1 2k´1`ε˘n .
(ii ) If there is an odd v-u-path of length at most 2k´3 in G, then u and v have less than 5k 2 common neighbours in G.
Proof. Assertion (i ) is a direct consequence of Erdős-Gallai theorem on paths [6] . In fact, it implies that dpM q ě 2k yields a copy of P 2k´3 in M Ď N pvq, which together with v would form a cycle C 2k´1 in G.
For the proof of (ii ) assume for a contradiction that N pvq X N puq ě 5k 2 , and there is an odd v-u-path P of length at most 2k´3. Let A " pN pvq X N puqq V pP q and B " N pAq pA Y V pP qq. Clearly, |A| ě 4k 2 and since every vertex in A has at most 2k´2 ă 2k neighbours in P we have e G pA, Bq ě |A|¨δpGq´epAq´|A|¨2k
Consequently, the bipartite version of the Erdős-Gallai theorem for paths [9] yields a P 2k´2
in GrA, Bs and, hence, for every P rk´2s there exists a P 2 in GrA, Bs with end vertices in A. Together with the path P this yields a cycle C 2k´1 in G, which is a contradiction to the assumption that G is C 2k´1 -free.
Lemma 3.1 yields the following corollary, which asserts that the first and the second neighbourhoods of a short odd cycle are almost disjoint. Proof. Given an odd cycle C " c 1 . . . c c 1 of length ă 2k´1 in G " pV, Eq. Since there is a path of odd length at most ´2 ă 2k´3 between any two vertices of C, Lemma 3.1 (ii ) tells us |N pc i q X N pc j q| ă 5k 2 for all distinct i, j P r s. Consequently, we may discard up to at most p ´1q¨5k 2` ă 10k 3 vertices from the neighbourhoods N pc i q and obtain
n .
For every i P r s fix an arbitrary vertex m i P M i . Since there is a path of odd length at most ´2 ă 2k´3 between any two vertices of C, there is a path of odd length at most p ´2q`2 " ď 2k´3 between any two vertices m i and m j . Again we infer from Lemma 3.1 (ii ) that |N pm i q X N pm j q| ă 5k 2 for all distinct i, j P r s and in the same way as before, we obtain mutually disjoint sets L 1 i Ď N pm i q V pCq. Furthermore, since there also is a path of even length at most ´1 ă 2k´3 between any two (not necessarily distinct) vertices of C, there is a path of odd length at most p ´1q`1 " ď 2k´3 between any pair of vertices c i and m j . Again Lemma 3.1 (ii ) implies that |N pc i q X N pm j q| ă 5k 2 for all i, j P r s and discarding at most ¨5k
. . , L are mutually disjoint and disjoint from V pCq. Moreover, the assumption n ě 20k 3 {ε implies
which concludes the proof of the lemma.
In the proof of part (i ) of Theorem 1.2 it will be useful to exclude the following graphs as subgraphs of a C 2k´1 -free graph of sufficiently high minimum degree.
Definition 3.3.
We denote by D the graph on 2 `3 vertices that consist of two disjoint cycles of length and a path of length four joining these two cycles, which is internally disjoint to both cycles.
The following proposition excludes the appearance of some short odd cycles and D 's in the graphs G considered in Theorem 1.2. Proof. Assertion (i ) is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.2, as the mutually disjoint
For the proof of assertion (ii ) we assume for a contradiction that G " pV, Eq contains a subgraph D for some odd with maxt3, 2k´7u ď ď 2k´1. Since the graphs D contain a cycle of length , we immediately infer from part (i ), that we may assume ă k.
Consequently, k ą ě 2k´7 implies k ď 6 and owing to k ą ě maxt3, 2k´7u we see that the only remaining cases we have to consider are pk, q P tp4, 3q, p5, 3q, p6, 5qu. We discuss each of the cases below. Owing to 9 " 2k´3, we infer from Lemma 3.1 (ii ) that c 
Consequently, we infer from |N pc Note that p 1 can be connected to all three vertices of C and to all three vertices of C 1 by an odd path of length at most 5 " 2k´3, as seen in Figure 3 .3 on the left. We shall show
for all i, j P r3s, which implies thaťˇM
Consequently, the minimum degree assumption yields at least pεn´27q{6 ě 5k 2 common neighbours of p 1 with one of the vertices of C 1 or C 1 1 , which is a contradiction to Lemma 3.1 (ii ).
For the proof of (3.1) we assume for a contradiction that |M i X M to c 1 , c 2 , c 3 and m 1 , m 2 , m 3 by an odd path of length at most five, as seen in Figure 3 .3 on the right, which again in view of the minimum degree condition and Lemma 3.1 (ii ) leads to a contradiction. In particular, the constant K must be independent of n. Without loss of generality we may assume that 2{ε is an integer. For that we consider the function f : R Ñ R with x Þ Ñ x2 x and we set
i.e., K is given by a 2pk`1q-times iterated exponential function in polyp1{ε, kq.
Considering all m-element subsets of V , it follows from the strong concentration of the hypergeometric distribution (see e.g. Theorem 2.10 of [11] ) that there exists a set X of size m, such that all but at most εn{3 vertices of G have at least 4k neighbours in X. We fix such a set X " tx 1 , . . . , x m u and set
For every y P Y fix a set Xpyq of exactly 4k neighbours of y in X in an arbitrary way.
We partition Y into`m 4k˘s ets, where two vertices y, y 1 P Y belong to the same partition class if Xpyq " Xpy 1 q. Removing all the classes with less than 8k{ε vertices from this partition yields a partition Q of a subset of Y of sizěˇˇď
where the last inequality holds for sufficiently large n. For convenience we may index the partition classes of Q by a suitable set I " rM s with M ď`m 4k˘, i.e., Q " pQ i q iPI .
Next we define a partition R of the whole vertex set V , based on the neighbourhoods with respect to the partition classes of Q. More precisely we assign to each vertex v P V a vector µpvq " pµ i pvqq iPI , where µ i pvq equals the proportion of vertices in Q i that are neighbours of v "rounded down" to the next integer multiple of ε{2, i.e.
In particular, since every class from Q has at least 8k{ε vertices, we havěˇN
for every v P V with µ i pvq ą 0.
We now define the partition R. The classes of R are given by the equivalence classes of the relation µ i pvq " µ i pv 1 q for every i P I. Owing to the discretisation of µ i pvq the partition R has at most p2{ε`1q |I| ď p2{ε`1q p m 4k q parts. Furthermore, we note
for every v P V . For later reference we make the following observation. Consequently, there is a q i -q 1 i -path P 1 Ď G of odd length 2k´1´2 for some P rk´2s.
Since all vertices of Q i have 4k common neighbours in X, there is a set X 1 consisting of of these neighbours from X V pP 1 q. Similarly, there is a set
i -path P 2 of length 2 , which together with P 1 yields a copy of C 2k´1 in G. This, however, contradicts the assumption that G is C 2k´1 -free.
Starting with partition R 0 " R we inductively refine this partition 2k times and obtain 
Owing to this inductive process and our choice of K in Denote by R i pvq the unique class of the partition R i which contains the vertex v P V .
Similarly, for j ě i let R i pR j q be the the unique class of the partition R i which is a superset of R j P R j . Considering a smallest odd cycle C " c 1 . . . c c 1 contained in W Ď G, where
Claim 4.2. If there is a walk W
for some set of indices satisfying 1 ď i 1 ă i 2 ă¨¨¨ă i ă i `1 ď s`1. In view of Proposition 3.4 (i ) we must have 3 ď ă k. Consequently, ď 2k´5 and since is odd, it follows from Claim 4.1 that there is no path of length between any two vertices from R 0 pc 1 q " R 0 ph i 1 q " R 0 ph i `1 q. Moreover, Claim 4.1 tells us that the classes Continuing in an inductive manner, for j P r s we have to consider the two cases i j`1 " i j`1 and i j`1 ą i j`1 .
In the first case, we can indeed proceed as in the proof of Claim 4.2, since this means that h i j h i j`1 is an edge of P H . The second case only occurs, when the walk W crossed itself in w i j directly before w i j`1 , i.e., w i j " w i j`1´1 and
Owing to the fact, that w i j`1´1 w i j`1 is an edge of W and that w i j`1´1 P R 2k´i j`1 ph i j q and w i j`1´1 P R 2k´pi j`1´1 q`1 ph i j`1´1 q, we infer from the construction of the refinements that w i j " w i j`1´1 also has a neighbour in R 2k´i j`1`1 ph i j`1 q, which concludes the induction step.
Therefore, we obtain another walk
Recalling that the classes R 0 ph i 1 q, . . . , R 0 ph i q are pairwise distinct, this implies that C assumption that G is not only C 2k´1 -free, but also contains no cycle C for any odd ă 2k´1.
Consequently, the graph H defined in the paragraph before (4.6) in the proof of part (i ) satisfies (4.6) and owing to Claim 4.4 it is C 2k´1 -free. Hence, we only have to show that the C -freeness of G for every odd ď 2k´3 can be carried over to H in this situation, which is rendered by the following claim.
Proof. Since the case k " 2 is covered by Claim 4.4 we may assume k ě 3. Suppose for a contradiction that H contains a cycle C H " h 1 . . . h h 1 for some odd integer with 3 ď ď 2k´1. In fact, it follows from Claim 4.4 that ď 2k´3. Moreover, applying Claim 4.2 to C H yields a walk W of length in G which starts and ends in R 0 ph 1 q. Since G contains no odd cycle of length at most , the walk W contains an odd path of length at most connecting two vertices in R 0 ph 1 q. Therefore, Claim 4.1 implies that " 2k´3 and by symmetry we infer that for every x P r2k´3s there exists an odd path of length 2k´3 between two vertices v x , u x P R 0 ph x q.
Similarly as in the proof of Claim 4.4 we infer from (4.5)
where we used k ě 3 for the last inequality. Consequently, there is some index i P I such that ř 2k´3 x"1 µ i ph x q ą 1{2. Since for every distinct x, y P r2k´3s there exists an odd path of length at most 2k´5 connecting a vertex from R 0 ph x q with a vertex from R 0 ph y q there is only one vertex of C H such that µ i ph x q ą 0 and, hence, for that x P r2k´3s
we have µ i ph x q ą 1{2. In particular, every two distinct vertices v, u P R 0 ph x q have a common neighbour in Q i and, since 2{ε is assumed to be an integer, v and u have at least 2|Q i |{ε ą 4k joint neighbours. Applying this observation to v x and u x leads to an odd cycle of length 2k´1 in G, which is a contradiction and concludes the proof of Claim 4.5. would require to establish the existence of a sequence of graphs pG n q nPN with members from G C 2k´1 pαq for some α ą 0 having no homomorphic C 2k´1 -free image H of bounded size. However, without imposing H to be C 2k´1 -free itself, no such sequence exists for k ě 3, as was shown by Thomassen [19] , which makes the problem somewhat delicate and
for the first open case we raise the following question.
Question 5.1. Is it true that δ hom pC 5 q ą 0?
The affirmative answer to Question 5.1 would, in particular, show that there is a graph F with δ hom pF q ą δ χ pF q. To our knowledge such a strict inequality is only known for families of graphs F , like for F " C 2k´1 for k ě 3.
The lack of lower bounds for families consisting of a single graph, may suggest the following natural variation of the homomorphic threshold δ 1 hom pF q " inf α P r0, 1s : there is an F -free graph H " HpF , αq
where F consists of all surjective homomorphic images of F . For odd cycles we have δ 1 hom pC 2k´1 q " δ hom pC 2k´1 q and in view of Theorem 1.2 it seems possible that δ 1 hom pF q is easier to determine.
In the proof of Theorem 1.2 we showed that every G P G C 2k´1 p 1 2k´1`ε q is homomorphic to a C 2k´1 -free graph H on at most K " Kpk, εq vertices, where K is given by a 2pk`1q-times iterated exponential function in polyp1{ε, kq. We believe that this dependency is far from being optimal and maybe already K " Oppolyp1{ε, kqq is sufficient.
In Proposition 3.4 (i ) we observed that C 2k´1 -free graphs G of high minimum degree are in addition also C 2j´1 -free for some sufficiently large j ă k depending on the imposed minimum degree. A more careful analysis of the argument may yield the correct dependency between j and the minimum degree of G and, moreover, yield a stability version of such a result. However, for a shorter presentation we used the same minimum degree assumption as given by Theorem 1.2, which sufficed for our purposes. It would also be interesting to see, if the excluded cycles of shorter odd length can be also excluded for the homomorphic image H in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
